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Recommended Singles:
1.Cedric Ceballos

4.Carne y diablo
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BETUNIZER
BOOGALIZER
Tracklist:
1.Cedric Ceballos
2.El rejoneador del frac
3.Imagina que matas a Jota
4.Carne y diablo
5.Espuela de calor

To dance with a bit of punch is ok, but to punch while your dancing is quite
cool too, and Betunizer can prove it. Betunizer are here to show us how
to work their noise, their groove and their euphoric bad temper. Here's
BOOGALIZER (Bcore, 2012) and the name already gives us a hint of what
we'll get.

6. Aguilucho es el hijo del aguila
7.El cocotero
8.Cani, armagnac y per terre
9.Silver agers
10.Rave en el château
11.Ill calceto

Betunizer need more time, they see your time and double it. They know
that the end of the world is near and because of this in just two years they
have played more than 100 concerts, three European tours and now, they
bring to us their second studio album, recorded yet again with Santi
Garcia in the Ultramarinos Costa Brava Studios. And hold on, they already
have enough material for a third one.

Selling Points:
- Second piece of work by this trio formed by
three of the most restless musicians in
Valencia, on their curriculum your'll find bands
like Estrategia Lo Capto, La Orquesta del
Caballo Ganador, Zener, Mentat, Los
Masticantes, Balano, Ciudadano, Rastrejo....
-Their natural environment is on stage, they've
already been on three european tours and con-

Boogalizer is a snapshot of this frenetic rhythm, a photo finish so you can
see how well they've beaten you up without you even realizing. If their first
album “Quién nace para morir ahorcado, nunca moriará ahogado” (BCore
2010) was a punch in the face, this time, Betunizer open up their fists
and smack you in the face with their hand wide open. It's a more rhythmic smack with a larger sound. It hurts the same like Street Fighter II's
E.Honda's attack of a thousand palms.

tinuously tour Spain, taking part in festivals like
the Primavera Sound, Tanned Tin or Sant Feliu
Sota Zero.
-The energy and attitude of punk, the punch and
discomfort of noise-rock and the intense groove
of funk.
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Boogalizer will be in the shops from march on and Betunizer will present
it through Europe to show us what would have happened if Howlin' Wolf
had been born in Jaén, if Claypool did math classes or if Tito Puente
played with Insane.
Betunizer are Jose Guererro (guitar and vocals), Pablo Peiró (bass guitar)
and Marcos Junquera (drums). They come from Valencia, a city with no
laws, where the corrupt are honoured with statues and where the best
concert hall is a squat in the Zona Franca. They'll soon be in your city. And
its gonna do you well.
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